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Abstract
Most studies of technocratic populism have focused on democracies under stress (e.g., Italy, Czech Republic). This article
builds on and extends these studies by analyzing a hybrid regime—post-Soviet Georgia—and argues that technocratic pop-
ulism in this context is utilized as a façade to cover authoritarian and oligarchic tendencies, while suspending (or reversing)
democratization efforts. The state apparatus is weaponized against current and potential political opponents. Ideology is
irrelevant, loyalty is key, and passivity is encouraged. The government aims to chip away at institutional checks and bal-
ances, and to demobilize the public by undermining confidence in the country’s representative institutionswhile increasing
dependence on experienced personalities, the ‘can do experts.’ The result is most often a stable partial-reform equilibrium.
We illustrate this argument with evidence from Georgia, where Bidzina Ivanishvili, the richest man in the country, came to
power in 2012 and, despite not holding any official position in the government since 2013, has run the state as a firm.
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1. Introduction

Managing ‘the state as a firm,’ and using expertise to
bypass accountability, is now emerging as a respectable
method of governance that has become known as ‘tech-
nocratic populism’ (Buštíková & Guasti, 2019). While the
rise of modern populism has been extensively stud-
ied in the scholarly literature (Caiani & Graziano, 2019;
Canovan, 1999; Grzymala-Busse, 2019; Mudde, 2004;
Mudde & Kaltwasser, 2012; Pappas, 2019; Stanley, 2008;
Weyland, 2020), and there are now several studies of
technocracy (Bickerton & Accetti, 2017; Caramani, 2017;
De la Torre, 2013), technocratic populism is still relatively
underexplored (see Guasti & Buštíková, 2020). Building
on this emerging literature, we understand technocracy

and populism as two alternatives challenging represen-
tative, party-based democracy (Caramani, 2017). Yet, at
least in someways, technocracy and populism contradict
each other, for populism views direct link with voters as a
source of its legitimacy, whereas technocracy is premised
on the rule of experts (Bartha, Boda, & Szikra, 2020).
However, when technocracymerges with populism, both
change in a dialectical fashion: The populist element rests
on the capabilities of the leader to connect with voters
beyond the established institutional channels of repre-
sentation; the technocratic element legitimizes the lead-
ership in its quest to resolve issues of governance by rely-
ing on the outsider expertise (e.g., business savvy).

Technocratic populists do not necessarily pit the elite
vs. the ‘people,’ especially when in power, but instead
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carve out a category of the ‘ordinary people’ (Buštíková
& Babos, 2020; Buštíková & Guasti, 2019). As an output-
oriented governance strategy, technocratic populism
supplants the traditional right–left political landscape by
appealing to the people with all-purpose expertise gar-
nered outside politics (Guasti, 2020). Despite its poten-
tially broad applicability, technocratic populism as a
framework has mostly been applied to analyzing democ-
racies under stress in Western Europe (Silvio Berlusconi
in Italy), Eastern Europe (Andrej Babiš in the Czech
Republic) and Latin America (Rafael Correa in Ecuador).
There is a need to extend this focus, first and fore-
most we suggest, to analyzing governance in hybrid
regimes, and secondarily beyond Europe (its EUpart) and
Latin America.

This article aims to do both; specifically, this study
asks: How and under what circumstances does techno-
cratic populism emerge in hybrid regimes? What are its
principal characteristics, and what strategies do tech-
nocratic populists use to stay in power and govern?
Drawing on evidence from Georgia—a hybrid regime
that, since 2012, has witnessed the gradual emergence
of technocratic populism—we address these questions
and show that hybrid regimes offer fertile soil for tech-
nocratic populism to take root because party systems
are under-institutionalized, the nature of governance is
elitist (March, 2017) and its quality is poor. We con-
clude that technocratic populism represents a new and
non-trivial obstacle for democratic transitions that needs
to be incorporated into debates on democratization.

First, wedescribe the emergence of technocratic pop-
ulism and identify itsmain features in Georgia. This focus-
es on how Ivanishvili entered politics and succeeded in
defeating political opponents, and then on how he con-
structed a new government using an ‘ideology-free’ busi-
ness model in which he is the CEO and his main task is
to select good managers. Next, we examine the specif-
ic management strategies that have characterized tech-
nocratic populist rule in Georgia. This emphasizes the
specific methods that technocratic populists tend to use
in an effort to undermine representative institutions, to
contain opposition and to manage crises with ideology-
free balancing and the leader’s direct personal involve-
ment. The final section summarizes the analysis and dis-
cusses its implications for democratization.

2. Technocratic Populism in a Hybrid Regime

I think the experience and characteristics that I gained
as a result of my long business activities…will help me
to correctly pursuemy activities in politics. (Ivanishvili,
2011b)

This study examines the logic of technocratic populism
in a hybrid regime, and focuses on Georgia—a country
with a political system that has been variously character-
ized as ‘feckless pluralism’ and ‘dominant power politics’
(Berglund, 2014). In 2011, Bidzina Ivanishvili—the richest

Georgian (Ivanishvili’s fortune amounted to US $5,3 bil-
lion in 2013, corresponding to almost half of Georgia’s
GDP; Bloomberg, 2020; Gente, 2013)—created a new
party, the Georgian Dream, which one year later won the
parliamentary elections by a landslide. Thus began the
era of technocratic populism in Georgia.

In this section, we illustrate how Ivanishvili estab-
lished his image as a respectable businessman and at a
crucial juncture successfully invested it into Georgian pol-
itics. Then, we describe the key characteristics of the gov-
ernance model he has implemented since 2012.

2.1. Winning in Business, Investing in Politics

Ivanishvili’s was born in a small village inwesternGeorgia.
From a working-class family, he later moved to the cap-
ital and graduated with distinction from Tbilisi State
University, then to Moscow where he received his PhD
(Kandidat nauk, or Candidate of Sciences) from the
Moscow Institute of Labor and Social Issues in 1986
(Stevenson, 2010). Ivanishvili soon abandoned the sci-
entific path and turned to business, a largely unknown
profession before Gorbachev’s Perestroika. He founded
a cooperative—the only private company allowed in the
Soviet Union of the 1980s, followed by other firms and
then a bank (Gente, 2013). While there is much we still
do not know about this period of his life, we do know
that post-Soviet oligarchs were usually not shy about
using all availablemeans—including corruption and crim-
inal networks—to survive and thrive in the new era of
capitalism in ‘the wild East’ (Braguinsky, 2009; Guriev
& Rachinsky, 2005). In his rare interviews, Ivanishvili
acknowledged that in order to protect himself and his
businesses, he collaborated with Russian law enforce-
ment agencies, in particular with Moscow’s Regional
Office for Combating Organized Crime of the Ministry of
Interior. Ivanishvili evenpartially funded theoffice,which
not only defended his business from criminals but also
helped to ‘persuade’ hesitant debtors to pay their loans
back on time and substituted for paying themafia for pro-
tection and extortion (“The most mysterious,” 2005).

Ivanishvili returned from Russia and settled back
in Georgia in 2004, following the Rose Revolution of
2003—a peaceful upheaval that brought a new gener-
ation of politicians into power under the leadership of
Mikheil Saakashvili (Siroky & Aprasidze, 2011; Wheatley,
2005). Saakashvili’s government-initiated reforms pro-
pelled Georgia’s rapid modernization. Ivanishvili initial-
ly supported Saakashvili in his reforms, especially during
the first years when hewas providing financial assistance
to Georgian law enforcement agencies (Buckley, 2012).
Otherwise, Ivanishvili remained behind the scenes like
the mysterious Maecenas, funding theaters and muse-
ums, and bringing the intelligentsia—famous writers,
actors and athletes—onto his payroll. He did not criti-
cize the Saakashvili government, even during the 2007
crisis, when the Georgian government responded to
growing political opposition with the violent dispersal
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of rallies and the closing down of TV channels sym-
pathetic to the opposition. He also remained silent in
2008 during the short Russian–Georgian war (Lanskoy &
Areshidze, 2008).

In October 2011, however, the mysterious billion-
aire suddenly issued his first public statement, and
announced his decision to create a new political party,
saying he would run for parliamentary elections, sched-
uled exactly one year later, for October 2012. Ivanishvili
underlined his reasons—that the authoritarian rule of
Saakashvili left him disappointed and that he decided
to enter politics to prevent the regime from manipu-
lating the constitution and elections (Ivanishvili, 2011a).
He stated:

Many people ask and many people are surprised,
why I, a successful businessman and an absolutely
prosperous person, risked everything and decided to
go into politics? The answer to this question is very
simple—because I see that I am losing my homeland,
and when you are losing your homeland, nothing has
any price—neither your property nor money, nor any
privileged status. (Ivansihvili, 2011b)

This strong personal appeal came as Georgia had arrived
at a critical juncture—Saakashvili’s two terms in pow-
er had expired and he was banned by the consti-
tution from the next presidential elections in 2013.
A year before Ivanishvili’s appeal, Saakashvili’s party—
the United National Movement (UNM)—had initiated
constitutional revisions that would have moved Georgia
from a semi-presidential to a parliamentary model. This
caused speculations about Saakashvili’s plans to become
the next prime minister (Walker, 2011), and fueled ani-
mosity towards Saakashvili’s semi-authoritarian rule and
harsh methods, which alienated not only other political
parties but also most of the population. UNM controlled
all branches of the central government, regional as well
as local administrations, and marginalized all non-UNM
actors. The separation between the party and the state
had become increasingly blurred. Media and most of
the opposition were silenced. The security services used
surveillance and blackmail to harass and intimidate oppo-
nents. The appropriation of private property for dubious
reasons became common practice (Hammarberg, 2013).

The fragmented opposition, with no access to neces-
sary resources or media, was not in a position to chal-
lenge UNM in the 2012 elections. Ivanishvili changed this
when he created a new party—the Georgian Dream—
and forged an alliance with major oppositional parties.
Ivanishvili’s financial resources and media access leveled
the playing field. He reopened TV Channel 9, which had
been defunct since 2004, and thereby provided the oppo-
sition with a nationwide platform. With the help of this
coalition, Ivanishvili achieved a remarkable victory in
very tense and contested parliamentary elections.

As the new prime minister, he portrayed himself as
‘the nation’s savior’ (Atilgan & Aprasidze, 2013). His can-

didate, Giorgi Margvelashvili, easily won the presidential
elections one year later, which completed the first peace-
ful transfer of power ever in Georgia. Almost immediate-
ly, however, Ivanishvili resigned and left his formal posi-
tion in politics. He announced that his task—removing
the authoritarian regime of Saakashvili and installing a
democratic regime—had been fulfilled. He promised to
be an active citizen and support and check the govern-
ment as a member of civil society. He noted:

I am quitting politics, but I remain an active citi-
zen….I promise that for at least next twenty years I will
put my energy, knowledge and experience in the ser-
vice of getting my homeland on its feet. I will support
any government,whichwill serve the people. I will not
get tired by reminding those who are in power that
the government should serve the people and not vice
versa, that we need laws to secure more freedom and
not for imposing more restrictions. (Ivanishvili, 2013)

Ivanishvili never actually ceded control over his party
and never truly departed from power, however. Today,
he is still the most influential figure in the country and
became the party chairman again in 2018. After almost
eight years in power, many issues with which Ivanishvili
was discontent during the Saakashvili era—political inter-
ference in business, the media and the judiciary—still
remain serious problems. Moreover, as we argue in
the next sections, Ivanishvili created a new obstacle
in Georgian politics—technocratic populism—that has
largely stalled Georgia’s democratic transition and result-
ed in what has been called ‘a partial reform equilibrium’
(Hellman, 1998).

2.2. Georgia: A Joint Stock Company

Ivanishvili has utilized his power to run Georgia as
a firm—or, more precisely, as a joint stock company.
If the CEO selects qualified managers (to fulfill the role
of politicians)—Ivanishvili has repeatedly argued—the
country will run smoothly like his firms. “The fact that
businesses I have launched in Russia are working abso-
lutely properly, although I have not been in Russia
already for nine years, is enough proof speaking in favor
of my managerial skills” (Ivanishvili, 2011b). The impor-
tant trait for Ivanishvili’s managers is not only compe-
tence or experience but also loyalty, which has gen-
erated a faux technocracy. Indeed, the key figures in
the government are his closest followers, often former
employees of his companies. Out of four prime minis-
ters who headed the government of Georgia after him,
three of them were previously managers in his compa-
nies. The current Minister of Interior (previously head
of State Security Agency) and the Head of Special State
Protection Service (protection of high-ranking officials)
are his former personal bodyguards. The most recent
Prosecutor General was his family lawyer. The current
and previous Ministers of Health previously managed
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the hospital which Ivanishvili has been funding in his
home municipality. Though the list is not exhaustive, it
reveals that Ivanishvili runs the country like a joint stock
company, where he is the Chair of the Board (and only
shareholder); and the ministers and public officials are
his executive officers, who can be appointed, moved,
removed and reappointed at any time the chair decides
based on their performance.

Ivanishvili is surrounded by an ‘inner circle,’ com-
prisedmainly of former employees in his businesses that
serve in key power positions. The ‘outer circle’ is com-
posed of actors that are indirectly linked to the center,
usually through actors in the inner circle. For instance,
the parliament and ruling party are run by immediate
associates of Ivanishvili, who enjoy the direct links with
him, while ‘the Marsh’ (using an analogy to the major-
ity in the National Convention during the French revo-
lution of late 18th century) consists mostly of business-
men who seem more interested in securing their busi-
ness interests than in the public service. Law enforce-
ment agencies, especially the security services andprose-
cutor’s office, are important verticals that channel infor-
mation to the chair and send signals down the system.
The state security agency is involved in conducting ‘loy-
alty checks’ for potential managers (in the outer circle)
to determine if they can be trusted. At the same time,
Ivanishvili has his own ‘parallel intelligence’ through a
group of trusted individuals who deliver the vox populi
to the leader. These individuals do not occupy any for-
mal positions but have frequent contact with the Chair.
Even in the case of closed and directly subordinated pow-
er centers (the inner circle), Ivanishvili has installed paral-
lel mechanisms that serve as a check on them (compara-
ble with the strategy described by Migdal, 1989). In fact,
the political weight of public figures is not necessarily
bound to their official positions but is based on whether
or not they have direct access to the Chair. Although
Ivanishvili does not seem to be directly involved with the
outer circle or in every-day operative management, his
existence nonetheless limits managerial creativity, espe-
cially in the outer circle, since managers wait for signals,
fearing possible negative reactions, and therefore do not
invest in creative solutions or take initiative without pri-
or approval.

The result is a distortion of accountability
mechanisms—high ranking officials (executive offi-
cers) feel responsible towards Ivanishvili (the company
chair/the owner) rather than to public institutions with
oversight functions or to the public. In short, the tech-
nocratic populist leader in a hybrid context can easily
exploit and capture key institutions at the expense of its
capacities and legitimacy, since politicians are managers
bound to the polity through the Chair. This adaptive clien-
telistic network that has captured the state and its insti-
tutions is the real backbone of the technocratic populist
system of governance in a hybrid context and generates
a serious impediment to further democratization, reform
and innovation.

2.3. Ideology is Dead! Long Live Trust!

Technocratic populism is distinguished in part by its
absence of political ideology, its unmediated relation
with voters and its emphasis on expert knowledge
as a source of legitimacy. It ‘just gets things done,’
and emphasizes trust in the leader (Guasti, 2020). The
six party coalition forged by Ivanishvili in 2011–2012
was an ideological mixture of rather incompatible
political voices, including left-centrist (Georgian Dream
itself), liberals (Republicans, Free Democrats), center-
rights (Industrialist), and nationalists (Conservative Party,
National Forum) as well as few individuals representing
pre-Rose Revolution era political and business groups,
who saw the opportunity to return to the political scene
(Atilgan & Aprasidze, 2013). Since 2016, Georgian Dream
has been ruling alone,without coalition partners, but still
remains an amalgam of dissimilar ideologies. Officially,
Georgian Dream presents itself as a center-left par-
ty (Georgian Dream, 2020). However, this ideological
angle was selected more to distinguish itself from its
main adversary—the center-right UNM—since indeed,
the policies of the Georgian Dream government have
been all over the ideological map and not at all consis-
tent over time (see also Section 3.3).

It is true that political parties, especially ruling ones,
often lack clear ideological profiles in the post-Soviet
space (Hale, 2010), andmore frequently representmech-
anisms of top-down political mobilization and control,
centered around a single leader or a small group (Bader,
2009). It is also true that all parties in Georgia, includ-
ing the UNM, have exploited populist rhetoric and poli-
cies over time, but some parties, and UNM in particu-
lar, have advanced a clear vision for modernizing the
country. Georgian Dream and Ivanishvili have never tried
to advance any overarching vision for Georgia’s develop-
ment, either domestically or in foreign policy. Instead of
ideology, strategy or vision, Ivanishvili’s message to the
public is to trust him personally because of his manageri-
al skills and expertise in business.

In a 2018 interview, Ivanishvili indicated that he
intends to continue to play a role in the country’s future
for at least another decade, asking the voters to stick
with him and the government of his choosing until at
least 2030, when he expects Georgia to have finally
reached the promised land. Georgia will at that point be
past the point of no return, Ivanishvili said, with the coun-
try’s gross domestic product per capita having almost
tripled to $10,000 or—fingers crossed—even $12,000,
and the Georgian dream of joining the European Union
already a reality (Lomsadze, 2018).

3. Technocratic Populism in Three Steps: A MBA’s
Guide to Running a Country

Although there is often no grand vision that unites tech-
nocratic populists, it is possible to identify several man-
agement strategies or ‘best practices’ that character-
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ize their governance, including delegitimizing democrat-
ic institutions, weakening parties, containing opposition,
balancing with ideology-free populist moves, and the
leader directly addressing themasses in order to demobi-
lize public distress or protests. We address each of these
in turn, and illustrate each with examples from Georgia.

3.1. Delegitimizing Democratic Institutions

At the institutional level, technocratic populism—as we
see with Ivanishvili—is particularly concerned about
the autonomy of representative and intermediary insti-
tutions. It seeks to undermine public trust in them.
Ivanishvili’s efforts have thus far mainly focused on the
presidency, the parliament and political parties. Indeed,
public opinion polls show declining public trust in the key
institutions, such as the presidency and parliament, since
2012 (see Figures 1 and 2).

Ivanishvili’s efforts to undermine the power of
the presidency began by promoting candidates who
were neither popular nor had political experience.
In the 2013 presidential elections, Ivanishvili person-
ally, without consulting with his colleagues, nominat-
ed Giorgi Margvelashvili. A philosopher by background,
Margvelashvili was appointed Minister of Education in
the new government. But he lacked political experience
and political party support. Many had expected Irakli
Alasania—a popular politician and leader of the coalition
member party Free Democrats, defense minister and
Deputy primeminister in the government of Ivanishvili—
to be nominated (“PM Ivanishvili,” 2012). In next 2018
elections, Ivanishvili backed an independent candidate,
Salome Zurabishvili. The daughter of Georgian emigrants,
born and raised in France, she was a political unknown,
without political or public support. Zurabishvili won elec-
tions only thanks to Ivanishvili’s efforts (“Highlights,”
2019). However, her public approval ratings remain

among the lowest in the country. Whereas only 16 per-
cent of people thought the president was doing a ‘bad
job’ in 2015, 54 percent thought so by end of 2019
(see Figure 1).

Public confidence in the parliament as an institu-
tion dropped in tandem. Whereas only 14 percent of
people thought the parliament was doing a ‘bad job’
in 2012, a staggering 57 percent thought so by 2019
(see Figure 2). During 2012–2016, Ivanishvili’s Georgian
Dream representation in the parliament included sev-
eral representatives from other parties and the parlia-
ment was relatively more active. In the 2016 elections,
Georgian Dream managed to secure a supermajority
without coalitional partners. However, the party’s pop-
ularity has since declined, and many of its prominent
members have left its ranks. The party still retains an
absolutemajority in the parliament,mainly thanks to the
so-called businessman-MPs in the ‘outer circle’ (i.e. busi-
nessmen interestedmore in securing their business inter-
ests than in the public service). In the last parliament,
the number of businessmen-politicians further increased
(Transparency International, 2017). Although, this group
is usually inactive, they have been mobilized when nec-
essary. For instance, in November 2019, the Georgian
parliament (thanks to this group) blocked the country’s
transition from the current mixed system to a fully pro-
portional electoral system, which had wide support from
the opposition, civil society and international actors, and
that the Georgian Dream and Ivanishvili personally had
promised the public (Antidze, 2019).

3.2. Weakening Party Landscape and Opposition/Ally
Management

The weakening of the parliament has gone hand in hand
with the assault on political parties. Already during the
2016 parliamentary elections, Georgian Dream started
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attacking its former coalition allies, blaming them for
cooperating with the former ruling party, UNM. In this
way, Georgian Dream tried to hinder the emergence of
alternative players. Its motto ‘restoring justice’ (arrest-
ing officials from the previous administration and the de-
facto expelling of several others) served to deflect pub-
lic attention away from the deterioration of democrat-
ic institutions and other domestic problems by remind-
ing society that the mistakes of the Georgian Dream
are nothing in comparison with crimes of the previous
UNM government: “Our opponent is not a political party.
Today, unfortunately, we stand opposite the same brutes
united for revenge,” said Ivanishvili amid the second
round of presidential elections 2018 (“Ivanishvili address-
es,’’ 2018).

Georgian Dream-affiliated groups have used social
media and the judiciary to attack (potential) opposi-
tion leaders. One famous case is the story of a cyber-
attack on the TBC Bank (one of the two leading banks
in Georgia), whose leader—Mamuka Khazaradze—had
announced his political plans.When the TBC Bank admin-
istration determined the location from which the attack
was coming, and the media reported about the inci-
dent, the authorities did nothing because the company
belonged to individuals whowere perceived as friends of
Ivanishvili (Transparency International, 2019). Later, how-
ever, the prosecutor’s office launched an investigation
into an 11 year-old case involving Khazaradze and his
companion, Badri Japaridze (“Ombudsperson,” 2020).

Ivanishvili’s style of ‘opposition and ally manage-
ment’ was also on display when the former Tbilisi mayor
and one of the leaders of the UNM, Gigi Ugulava, was
arrested in 2014 on charges of misusing public funds
for party purposes. In January 2017, the Tbilisi Court of
Appeal decreased the prison time and he was released.
Not by chance, his release coincided with a dispute

between supporters of Saakashvili and his opponents
within UNM (“Gigi Ugulava,” 2017). Ugulava belonged
to the wing of the opponents that split UNM into two
parts. Later Ugulava became very critical of Ivanishvili
and, in February 2020, Ugulava was arrested again. This
time, the Supreme Court changed the ruling of the Court
of Appeal and increased his prison term (“Opposition
leader,’’ 2020).

Finally, Georgian Dream has also pursued coopta-
tion when necessary. In 2012, right after the election,
the process of defecting lawmakers from UNM began.
The UNM entered with 65 mandates in the 150-seat par-
liament and after one year had only 52 seats (Atilgan
& Aprasidze, 2013). Many members of the 2016–2020
parliament within Georgian Dream ranks were formerly
associated with UNM.

In general, when it comes to restoring justice, it is
clear that cases are pursued selectively to intimidate
specific individuals and create negative publicity against
them, using the technocracy of the judiciary to blackmail
and control current and potential adversaries.

3.3. Balancing and Crisis Management

Since 2012, Ivanishvili and Georgian Dream have faced
several challenges and even crises. The reactions in these
critical moments can shed further light on how techno-
cratic populists govern under duress. Crises sometimes
bring technocratic populism to the fore, as when the
leader engages directly with the public, appealing to his
personal ability to solve predicaments.

Technocratic populists try to avoid organized protests
and often follow ideology-free flipping and zigzag-
ging. In 2014, despite criticism from nationalist forces
close to the influential Georgian Orthodox Church, the
Georgian Dream dominated parliament adopted an anti-
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discrimination law, which was a requirement to get the
visa-free regime approved by the EU. At the same time,
however, Georgian Dream specified (in the constitution)
that marriage is a union of a woman and a man to
please the forces propagating the idea that the West
would force same-sex-marriage onto Georgia (Legislative
Herald of Georgia, 2018, Art. 30). In a similar balancing
act, Georgian Dream introduced universal health care in
2013 to fulfill one of his electoral promises, but when
public expenses skyrocketed from US$100 million in
2014 to US$300 million in 2017, the government revert-
ed back to a non-universal system (Absandze, 2018).

During the presidential elections in 2018, when the
Georgian Dream candidate Salome Zurabishvili failed
to win in the first round, and faced the UNM candi-
date in the second round, Ivanishvili himself became
involved in the campaign. He addressed the population
with an open letter, recalling UNM’s crimes, while at
the same time apologizing for not having fulfilled the
promises he made before: “In one year’s time, I pledge
to correct every mistake in governance and to use all
my resources to ensure the irreversibility of the coun-
try’s development”(”Ivanishvili addresses,” 2018). In par-
allel, Ivanishvili’s own Qartu foundation announced an
initiative to buy the so called ‘bad debts’ of citizens
owed to banks and other lenders, worth GEL1.5 billion in
total, which would concern almost 600,000 individuals
(“Government announces,” 2018), equaling 17 percent
of all eligible voters.

‘Gavrilov’s Night,’ in June 2019, represents another
critical moment in which technocratic populist rule was
on display. As part of a forum of the Interparliamentary
Assembly on Orthodoxy held in the building of par-
liament of Georgia, Sergey Gavrilov—a Russian MP—
opened the forum from the chair of the speaker.
Observing a Member of Parliament of Russia, which is
officially regarded as an occupant in Georgia, sitting in
the chair of the speaker, caused an immediate protest
among the population. Thousands of people sponta-
neously gathered in front of the parliament building
and some protesters tried to get into the parliament.
The police used force, injuring more than 200 people,
including police officers (“240 injured,” 2019). Protests
continued despite the violent collapse of the demon-
stration. The government acted swiftly—the speaker of
parliament resigned, and Ivanishvili promised to change
the electoral system to a proportional system in 2020,
instead of 2024 when it had been previously planned
to transition. This was the fundamental demand of the
opposition and civil society, and it deescalated the situ-
ation. Later, however, when the protest wave dwindled,
Ivanishvili and the Georgian Dream failed to deliver on
their promise, and blamed the parliament for blocking it
(Antidze, 2019). Only under international pressure was
the new deal reached to change the electoral legislation
in time for the 2020 elections.

In sum, technocratic populism in a hybrid regime
context focuses on undermining accountability and dele-

gitimizing democratic, representative and intermediary
institutions, which could challenge the personalistic legit-
imacy of the populist leader if they actually carried
out their watch-dog functions effectively. Technocratic
populists seek to keep the opposition fragmented and
discredited, for this enables the effective application
of containment-cooptation strategies. Ideology-free pro-
grams and initiatives, which often contradict one anoth-
er, are proposed to win popular support and to selective-
ly buy-off voters but arewithdrawn later if andwhen they
prove too costly and/or unnecessary. Ideological flexibil-
ity allows populists to be responsive to the immediate
needs of pockets of voters and to boost their popularity
ratings. Most importantly, when a crisis erupts, the lead-
er is ready to intervene and use his external expertise to
fix the situation personally.

4. Conclusions: Technocratic Populism in Transitioning
Countries

Like Berlusconi and Babiš, Ivanishvili came into poli-
tics from the outside (as a businessman), and believed
unequivocally that he could transplant the businessmod-
el he had learned (in the early days of Russian capitalism)
to the political realm. His experience, as it turns out, was
from operating a business in the shadow of a state that
had been effectively captured and was largely beholden
to private interests through a parallel system of informal
rule bypassing government processes.

Within a short period of time, Ivanishvili implement-
ed a similar system in Georgia by recruiting government
personnel based on personal loyalty and installing him-
self as the key stakeholder of the firm. Democratic institu-
tions (parliament, presidency, political parties, civil soci-
ety) that possess their own legitimacy and therefore rep-
resent a challenge to the leader are purposefully target-
ed and undermined. Policies are based on the promises
of the leader, who presents himself as the only person
in the country capable of solving its pressing problems.
There is no political ideology or principle—it is just the
perception that things are getting done.

In functioning democracies, if a state is captured by
business, it raises concerns because it undermines liber-
al principles and accountability, strengthens various pop-
ulist movements, and can contribute to democratic back-
sliding. In hybrid regimes, however, it is much worse,
since it forms a new obstacle to democratization and pro-
vides incentives for stakeholders to maintain the partial
equilibrium of ‘façade democracies’ (Carothers, 2002).
In other words, the ‘state as a firm’ in hybrid regimes
looks less like corporate capitalism and more like ‘illib-
eral oligarchy’ (“Illiberal oligarchy,” 2019), where both
the liberal and majoritarian foundations of democracy
are renounced in favor of a corporatist and patrimoni-
al form of governance. Technocratic populism reduces
the state into a start-up firm with a small number
of stakeholders and a disengaged public sphere. In a
weakly institutionalized environment, this bodes ill in
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a world where liberal democracy seems almost every-
where under attack.
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